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Your profound guide to sewing! Sewing is both an art and a skill. The growing industry for

dressmaking and other clothing accessories have put sewing to the limelight. Many people think

that sewing is a difficult art which can only be learned through someone's help. We have written this

book with an aim that all our listeners can use this manuscript as their instructor, for learning sewing

and stitching. We have kept in mind the need of the beginners, who want to start with the most basic

information and broaden it to the more diverse and complicated techniques. After listening to this

book, all our listeners will conclusively get a helpful knowledge about the basic concepts of sewing,

which can be applicable at different stages of sewing practice. All of the basic rules and techniques

are taught to the listener. All the basic techniques and the tools have been discussed in the most

helpful way so that any type of listener, like beginners or experts, can use the book. In this context

we have not only analyzed the basic concepts of sewing and stitching, but we have also provided

the list of devices and tools used in sewing.
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This book is very helpful to a beginners and quick to read. This book explains a lot for those learning

or considering learning to sew, it's a very detailed instruction book, it is so useful I wish I had this

book when I started sewing because it has so much information you oughta know, the patterns that

are included help you understand better some techniques, I recommend this book.



This book is has all of the essential things you need to know about sewing. It has a list of terms

used in stitching, how to be familiarized with the machine and the wonderful projects that you can

make, complete with patterns and instructions! Lovely! I am so happy I got this book because now I

know exactly what I need to start sewing.

I've always appreciated more tips on sewing because i am terrible at it! I started reading this book in

order to correct my sewing and get some education on it, because to me, it always looked very

difficult and boring to be honest. This book does have a lot of detail that's certainly helpful, but still,

it's a book on sewing and that might not be interesting to everyone.

Learning about the major techniques applied in sewing to produce the nice and professionally

appearing sewing patterns make this a guide to help me correct my mistakes in sewing. The book

has given a hint on the selection of fabrics and tools which is a great step in making that design look

great.

perfect

I find the extremely poor writing in this book a huge distraction. It sounds as if it has been translated

from Chinese. I am a beginner seamstress and found very little use for this book. The strangely

worded descriptions made things worse!

This book has many good tips and hints. Good for beginners or those that have not sewn in years

and need a refresher.

Not very instructive
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